Fuel System Replacement

Contamination of a vehicle’s fuel system is a big problem and can cause a lot of damage to a fuel tank and its components over time. Some people only fix the fuel pump assembly upon failure, but what about other corrosion-prone components such as fuel filler necks and fuel tank straps?

These corroded components will contaminate a vehicle’s fuel system, causing premature fuel pump failure or an evaporative leak that could cause failed vehicle emission testing.

Next time you are diagnosing a fuel pump assembly failure, ensure a contaminate free fuel system by replacing the vehicle’s fuel module, fuel filler neck, and fuel tank strap set, then clean or replace the fuel tank.

Spectra Premium fuel pump assemblies come with applicable wiring harnesses and installation hardware and are 100% performance tested. Their fuel filler necks are dual coated for enhanced corrosion protection and their fuel tank strap set and fuel tanks are constructed of corrosion resistant, OE approved Ni Terne steel for enhanced durability.

Ensure the complete repair with Spectra Premium.

Watch TechTalk™ by Federated Auto Parts this season on Two Guys Garage.

Scan the code below to view this Federated TechTalk™ tip in full.
Preventative Maintenance Solutions

Before replacing any fuel delivery components, verify the following:

• Check and repair any on-board diagnostic trouble codes related to fuel delivery.
• Perform fuel pressure testing.
• Test fuel pressure regulator.
• Visually inspect fuel pump wiring connector for signs of corrosion, overheating, or burnt terminals. Replace electrical connector.
• Check power and ground to the fuel pump.
• If pump must be replaced, remove fuel tank and inspect for contamination. Have the tank thoroughly cleaned before installing new pump.
• Install new fuel filter to prevent new pump pressure overload.
• Reinstall all noise suppressing devices between tank and vehicle underbody to prevent noise transmission.
• Never run pump dry. Turn the key on several times without starting the engine to prime the fuel system. This will prevent fuel pump damage.
• Add at least 1/2 a tank of new or filtered fuel back into the system.

For more diagnostic procedures and training information, visit Spectra Premium’s website at www.spectrapremium.com.